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Abstract

Review Article

This article clearly describes and reviews the reason for my schizophrenia. Also supporting information was given
from the supreme news agency of VOA Persian.
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MAIN BODY OF THE MANUSCRIPT
The supreme news agency of Voice of
America (VOA Persian) has issued an article [1] that is
in the same line with this paper. In fact, that article from
VOA Persian confirms this paper. Also His Majesty
Crown Prince of Iran Reza Pahlavi has a saying from
Atamalek Joveini about Iran Islamic Regime as “They
came and dug and burned and killed and took away and
went” [2] which approves this paper.
The supreme news agency of VOA Persian has
also produced a program for its part of VOA Last Page
that approves my recent papers titled “Criticism of the
Current Science in the World” and “its 5 addenda”. In
summary it was said in this program that Islamic
Republic of Iran Regime tried to keep the Iran people
away from the politics in all fields for the people not to
think of politics and in this way the political rulers of
Iran would have no competitor. For example, the
celebrities were mentioned in this program to be the
pattern for the people not to think of politics. In a large
scale, we can see that the reason why Iran will not
become anything is that all the Iran people think of
things other than politics. Even Iran celebrities are
nothing compared to the USA celebrities because they
are not political. This program of VOA Persian news
agency can be watched in its website [3]. Also it was
said in this program that the reason why Iranian music
are absurd and vulgar was that the politics is taken away
from the music and as a result music has nothing to say.
My articles can be read in my website [4]. The reason
why Iran will not become anything in the science is that
Iranian scientists are not political. I have said in my
papers that Iran and I are nothing.

other mental disorders) is political. The government of
Iran has made me crazy for me not to think of politics
and in this way the political rulers of Iran will have no
competitor. In this way I will always think of my
schizophrenia and will not think of politics. One
symptom for schizophrenia is that the patients like me
do not marry. Other people, who do not have
schizophrenia, marry and make themselves busy with
family problems. When a man marries a woman, then
he needs money to pay for the costs of family.
Therefore, he must work and if he wants work then he
must obey the rules of Iran government and he must not
do anything against the regime of Iran otherwise he will
lose his job. In this way no body protest against the Iran
regime. The reason why I failed in all my aspects of life
like education, work, friendship and family was
political. This is the government of Iran who made
these failures to me to make me crazy. The causes of
schizophrenia are still unknown [5] and therefore the
patient will always think of it and will never heal.
Schizophrenia is a dangerous disease which can lead to
suicide. Therefore, Down with Islamic Republic of Iran
Regime. Islamic Republic of Iran Regime is also going
to become dangerous for regional and international
countries for its nuclear and missile programs and etc.
Dear Eminent Mr. Former President of USA George
Walker Bush has called Iran as the AXIS OF EVIL [6].
Also the Iran people suffer very much from economic
problems in Iran and the conditions of Human Rights
are very bad in Iran. I have previously said that my
utopia is the same as the utopia of Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy in their movie of “UTOPIA”. This saying
of me was a joke and I want to clarify that my utopia is
not their utopia. My real utopia is an advanced country
like USA.

In the same line with the above program of
VOA Persian, the reason for my schizophrenia (and
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I want to correct my previous articles as the
reason for my schizophrenia is not DEPRESSIVE
REALISM. I have previously said in my articles of
“Criticism of the Current Science in the World” and “its
5 addenda” that I am nothing and I have no intelligence
and I will not become anything in the science and
everybody knew these matters. The only reason for my
schizophrenia is political as I said here in this article.
I.e. the government of Iran has made me crazy such that
I will always be busy with my schizophrenia and
therefore I will not think of politics. Also I invite all
Iranians to write review articles (and political articles)
in scientific journals and conferences about the
problems of Iran like my 6 articles of “Criticism of the
Current Science in the World” and “its 5 addenda” as a
type of civil disobedience. I know that writing such
articles are politically dangerous but in this way Iran
will advance.

CONCLUSION
The only way that I strongly suggest for the
scientific, economic and general advancement and
development of Iran in all fields is to make, regard and
announce Iran as a state of USA (United States of
America) officially and politically (and totally). I.e. Iran
should make and regard itself as a state of USA (United
States of America) politically (and totally). I have
heard that this idea was first suggested by His Majesty
Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi for Iran.
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